present

2017 AMI STUDENT FILM FESTIVAL

Tuesday, November 14th in Griffith Film Theater @ 7 PM

Featuring thirteen original short films directed and produced by Duke students!

Works to Be Screened:

1. Untitled, Julian Couture ‘18
2. (Title TBD), Henrik Cox ‘18
3. Rodanthe Surf Shop, Conner Guest ‘20
4. Si Se Puede: Latino Political Power in North Carolina, Kaitlin Harlow ‘17
5. Little Red Pocketbook, Holly Holder ‘20
6. Sculpting Time, Thomas Landry III ‘19
7. #000000-#FFFFFF, Nathan Lewis ‘20
8. Prisoner 309C, Filip Mazurek ‘18
10. Go Places, Sharon Peng ‘18
11. In Betwen, Edom Tilahun ‘19
12. Zirma, Alta Zhang ‘18
13. Sans Sunny, Sunny Zhang ‘17

Total running time: 72 minutes

Sponsored by the Program in the Arts of the Moving Image (AMI).